[Clinical analysis of 384 cases of benign paroxysmal positional vertigo].
Objective:To study the disease characteristics in cases with benign paroxysmal positional vertigo(BPPV).Method:The characteristics and clinical features of 384 cases with BPPV were retrospectively analyzed,and all cases were treated with repositioning maneuver.The treatment outcomes were observed and analyzed during the follow-up period. Result:①Of the 384 cases,331(86.20%) cases were PC-BPPV, 47(12.24%) cases were HC-BPPV and 3(0.78%) cases were AC-BPPV, 3(0.78%) cases were combined semicircular canal BPPV. ②All cases underwent repositioning maneuver, PC-BBPV cases first efficiency was 93.66%, long-term (six months) efficiency was 96.68%; HC-BBPV cases first efficiency was 91.49%, long-term (six months) efficiency was 95.74%;AC-BPPV cases first efficiency and long-term efficiency were 66.67%;combined semicircular canal BPPV cases first efficiency and long-term efficiency were 66.67%.③Among 331 cases with PC-BBPV, cases diagnosed duct stones accounted for 96.37%,cases diagnosed crest stones accounted for 3.63%. Among 47 cases with HC-BBPV, cases diagnosed duct stones accounted for 78.72%，cases diagnosed crest stones accounted for 21.28%.④During the follow-up of six months,the recurrence rate was 12.76%(49/384). Conclusion:①In BPPV cases of Guangxi,the ratio of male and female,age of onset and the incidence of BPPV in each semicircular canal are consistent with other literatures.Geographical and ethnic factors do not affect the above results.②Repositioning maneuver is an simple and effective treatment for cases with BPPV.③There is higher recurrence rate in cases with BPPV after repositioning maneuver.